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the premier automated staffing app 



HR shouldn’t be this hard.

 Do you  
struggle with…

disorganized data, too many spreadsheets?

getting in touch and managing staff?

too many emails and text messages?

scheduling and payroll taking forever?

finding the right staff?



We’re really 
good at…

making things simpler and faster

helping companies reduce HR costs

automating the tedious stuff



We know your 
business…

We’ve expanded across multiple vertical industries.

From small businesses to global corporations, 
we’re in touch with your needs.

Guiding on-demand companies since 2007.

We were created to service the event industry.



We make it 
simple…

Communicate, work, and store 
 everything all in one place.

Access the responsive app at 
your desktop and on the go.

Centralize all of your operations:
scheduling, communication, and T&A.

We teach you how others in the industry 
are solving their problems.



Why switch to schedulehead?
Proven results. Companies that switched report…

They have less administrative  
duties like managing docs and 
worker evaluations.

They have less man-hours on 
scheduling, payroll, & HR.

Scheduling is 7x faster. Improved roster utilization.

Payroll is 9x faster. Increased worker satisfaction.

Better staff retention.



Better scheduling 
capabilities…
We take the headache out  

of complex schedules.

 Specialized for on-demand companies

 Uses AI for automation

 Software anyone can use

 Communicate easily with your entire crew

 Get the right information to the right people

 Attach documents, notes, and links to shifts

 Send SMS to groups

 Open chats 1:1 or with groups 

Specialization 
& Customization

Digital 
Documentation 

& Archiving 

Artificial 
Intelligence 
for Intutitive 

Mgt 

Easy-to-Use 
User-Centric 

Interface

1:1 and 
Group Chat 



Concise Communications
Eliminate the unnecessary back-and-forth 

between you and your staff.

After
Sunday 5:30 PM

 

 

 

 

 

Okay, the shift is at 1pm as a bartender 
@ DodgerStadium, working with Janice. 
Would you like to accept this shift?

This is the ScheduleheadBot. You’re a 
good fit fora shift on Dec 12th @ 1pm.
To get the details, replyback with  
code “XY9”.

Thanks! Your schedulehas been updated 
& you’reconfirmed! I’ll text you before 
the event to check-in. See ya!

XY9

Yes!

 

 

Before
Sunday 5:30 PM Thursday 9:16 AM

Thursday 9:30 AM

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hey this is Janice at work. Can you work 
the Dodgers game on the 12th? 

Sure, but I’ve got other people waiting, 
so LMK soon.

Yes, it’s the Dodger’s Game on the 12th!

Okay. Please figure it out. It’s coming  
up soon!

No, not yet.

I’ll check.Can you wait while I check 
my schedule?

OK, can you send me the details 
again please?

I think I can… I’ll let you know later. 
Thx!

Am I already working that weekend?

Wednesday 12:50 PM

Monday 7:22 PM



Effortless 
payroll…

Effortlessly run payroll using our robust 
time and attendance suite.

 No more back-and-forth email during payroll time   
 (workers can submit corrections to time,  
 you approve them)

 Geo-fencing, selfies, digital signatures, supervisor 
 access, California legal waiver

 No more unexpected overtime

 We sync with your payroll provider.

 No more data entry or hand-written time cards

 Schedulehead can follow whatever special rules  
 you use to calculate payroll.

Set Payroll Rules in App

Workers Input, Edit, + Sign Time Sheets

App Confirms Worker Attendance + Hours

App Syncs with Payroll Provider

Payroll Complete!



Better Worker Satisfaction 
and Compliance*

AfterBefore

annual  
turnover

annual  
turnover

no-shows no-shows

62% 16%

18%  3%
*Positive Results–Healthcare



Easy worker 
documentation…

Artifical 
Intelligence…

Effortlessly run payroll using our robust 
time and attendance suite.

Schedulehead’s AI gives you intuitive  
solutions to complex processes

 Onboarding, getting employee documents signed,   
 and collecting signatures on policies is super easy.  
 Monitor it all from your dashboard.

 Distribute handbooks, policies, and more from  
 one central location.

 Everything is neatly organized for your in  
 the Schedulehead app.

 Schedulehead helps you manage large rosters

 Our AI keeps 15+ data points on each worker  
 to give accurate realtime performance information

 Our AI can use this information to make  
 suggestions or automatically communicate with  
 and schedule people for you. It can even help  
 balance crew among multiple events on  
 the same day.



The schedulehead 
guarantee…

Friendly, knowledgeable  
support is there every step  
of the way.

Easy-to-use app with quick setup

99.9% uptime guarantee



Next Step:

Our process…

Schedule a meeting 
with our scheduling 
experts. »

Schedule a demo or kickoff 
call with our experts.

1

Import your staff.
2

Get unlimited group and 
1:1 trainings.

3

Manage your staff easier 
than ever.

4



Contact

Derick Dorner, CEO
dd@schedulehead.com
+1-858-225-2328 x2002


